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The indieIFC is available in one or two motor configurations for 

all the industry’s gear-sizes and we offer custom made gear rings 

for all available lenses. All indieIFC parts can be purchased sepa-

rately to combine the perfect setup according to your needs.

» Ultra compact iris focus control

» 100% compatible with the cmotion system

» Plug & play functionality

» Complete setup weights only 120 g

» Adapts to almost every C-mount lens

» Modular setup available in one or two motor configuration

HIGHLIGHTS

If you need a small and accurate iris focus control, the indieIFC 

is the way to go.

The versatile and modular system can be mounted on any side of 

all Indiecam camera models. Due its minimal dimensions it allows 

you to control unseen POV shots in the tightest environments. 

With a weight of only 120 g in full 2 motor configuration it also 

can be easily mounted on a helmet or R/C drone. In single motor 

configuration you could even save another 30% of weight.

The indieIFC was originally designed to operate with the well 

established cmotion system, but can also be used with a wide 

range of other controllers. Precise control and shock proof us-

ability is achieved by using highest quality motors in combination 

with accurate gear sets, which already has been used on huge 

Hollywood productions like Ron Howard’s RUSH (release date fall 

2013). An ideal solution for iris focus control where size, weight 

and flexibility matters i.e. 3D setups.

MOTOR UNIT
[for iris & focus]

The highly flexible motor 

units can be adjusted to 

any C-mount lens due to 

its unique design.

GEAR RINGS
[costum-made]

Our gear rings are avail-

able for all major C-mount 

lenses.

BRACKET
[mounting plate]

The versatile and modular 

system can be mounted 

on any side of all available 

Indiecam camera models.

CABLE INTERFACE
[6 pin LEMO]

Using only industrial 

proofed standard com-

ponents provides highest 

compatibility.

http://www.indiecam.com
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INDIECAM TECHNOLOGY WITH WIRED & WIRELESS CMOTION CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

HEADQUARTER
[Vienna, Austria]

Indiecam GmbH

1070 Vienna, Seidengasse  26/4-5 

info@indiecam.com

www.indiecam.com

P +43 1 522 70 47

Your Distributor: INTERESTED?
[Excellent Service Worldwide]

Feel free to contact us any 

time and check our webpage 

frequently for updates

www.indiecam.com

OTHER CONTROLLERS

Choose from a wide range 

of other iris focus control-

lers that can be adapted to 

our system.

CHROSZIEL ALADIN II

Reliable and well known 

iris focus controller that 

perfectly fits the indieIFC 

setup.

indieREMOTE

Basic iris focus controller 

functionallity on our own 

camera control remote - 

your entry option for iris 

focus control.

CMOTION CVOLUTION

One of the most innovative 

iris focus controllers in the 

market.

indieIFC is compatible with:
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